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ABSTRACT
Context. Vesta is the second largest body of the main asteroid belt, and it has been studied recently in great detail by the Dawn
mission. It was the first time that this asteroid, or protoplanet, has been explored by a space mission, and it revealed a differentiated
body. The knowledge of the rotational motion and, especially, its precession-nutation and length-of-day variations may add precious
information on its interior.
Aims. The objective of this paper is to present the first rotational model of Vesta based on the data acquired by the Dawn mission. The
Dawn mission determined the orientation of Vesta with 0.01 degree accuracy, as well as the second degree of the gravity coefficients
with a few percent accuracy [Russell et al. 2012].
Methods. We built a semi-analytical model of the rotational motion of Vesta based on the orbital perturbations and the large triaxial
shape of Vesta. The rotational motion is then described through the polar motion, precession, nutation, and length-of-day variations.
The sensitivity of the precession-nutation is given as a function of the polar moment of inertia, which has not yet been determined.
Results. We find that the amplitude of the nutation is about 2000 milli-arcseconds at the semi-annual period, whereas the amplitude
of the length-of-day variation is about 3 mas/days, in the semi-diurnal period. Finally, we show that the signature of the polar moment
of inertia, which is crucial for constraining geophysical model, is on the order of 200 milli-arcseconds for the semi-annual nutations
for two extrema of polar moment with inertia values of 0.38-0.42.
Key words. Rotation – Precession-Nutation – Vesta – librations
1. Introduction
The protoplanet Vesta is the second largest asteroid of the main asteroid belt with a mean radius of 262.7 ± 0.1 km (Russell et al.
2012), and since July 2011, it has belonged to the short list of asteroids visited by a spacecraft. The Dawn mission orbited Vesta for
almost one year and investigated the main characteristics of this body in great detail. Notably, the observational data allow assessing
its origin as a remnant protoplanet from the formation of the early solar system (Russell et al. 2012). Therefore, it is crucial to
determine its interior properties. One way to investigate the interior structure is to accurately determine the rotational motion, which
is the objective of this paper.
The Dawn mission has mapped the surface of Vesta with an unprecedented resolution of 0.1 km that leads to determine the ori-
entation of the spin axis at 0.01 degree accuracy (Russell et al. 2012). This accuracy improves the precision of the spin position upon
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) measurements by Thomas et al. (1997) and from the reanalysis of the combined HST/ground
data by Li et al. (2011) collected from 1983 to 2006 by a factor of 500. In parallel to Vesta’s mapping, the radio-science experiment
provides the gravity field of Vesta (Russell et al. 2012) and thereby leading to constraints on the mass distribution inside Vesta and
proving that the interior is differentiated.
The objective of this paper is to present the first rotational model of Vesta based on the recent data obtained by Dawn and to
predict the expected precession-nutation and length-of-day variations from various interior models. In return, the knowledge of the
rotational motion can be used to infer the interior properties of this protoplanet. The article is divided into four parts. First, we
present the input data coming from Dawn and from geophysical models used in this paper. Then, we explain the rotational theory,
and in section 5, we discuss the range of solutions. Finally, we conclude.
2. Input data
2.1. Orientation data
The Dawn mission has determined the orientation of the spin axis of Vesta during its mission from July 2011 to August 2012. The
spin axis orientation is described in terms of the right ascension α and declination δ. That means that the spin axis is given in a
reference frame defined by the ICRF (International Celestial Reference Frame). Table 1 presents the values of the right ascension
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and declination for Vesta obtained by Russell et al. (2012), Li et al. (2011), and Thomas et al. (1997). The data from Thomas et al.
(1997) comes from images obtained during a campaign with the HST in December 1996, whereas Li et al. (2011) used combined
ground data and HST data from 1986 to 2003.
Figure 1 shows the projection of Vesta’s spin axis on the ICRF XY plane reported by the different authors. We plot the ellipses
of uncertainties related to each set of observations, including the five degrees uncertainties obtained by Thomas et al. (1997) and
Li et al. (2011), whereas the uncertainty ellipse obtained by Dawn is 0.01 degree. The ellipse for the Dawn data is therefore too
small to be visible on the scale of the figure. The figure also shows the projection of the orbital axis in the XY plane located at the
coordinates 0.124, -0.375. The determination of the orbital axis comes from the Horizons ephemerides (Acton et al. 1996). In this
figure, the position of the spin axis with respect to the orbital axis can be described by two spherical angles, the projected obliquity
ρ and longitude angle λ represented in the figure. The values of ρ for each set of observation are in very good agreement, whereas
the longitude angles present a larger error than the ellipse of uncertainties. The longitude angle uncertainty may be related to the
angle of illumination at the surface of Vesta by the Sun. Thus, the uncertainty in the shape modeling could be the origin of the shift
in the longitude angle.
Table 1. Estimation of the orientation of the spin axis of Vesta.
α (deg) β (deg) Ω0 (deg/day)
Russell et al. (2012) 309.03 ± 0.01 42.23 ± 0.01 1617.333119 ± 0.000003
Li et al. (2011) 305.8 ± 3.1 41.4 ± 1.5 -
Thomas et al. (1997) 301 ± 5 41 ± 5 1617.332776
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Fig. 1. Projection in the ICRF plane XY of the spin axis of Vesta from Thomas et al. (1997) (green curve), Li et al. (2011) (blue curve) and Russell
et al. (2012) (red curve). The ellipses represent the measured uncertainties and in the case of Dawn the ellipse is not visible on the scale of the
figure. The black point represents the orientation of the orbital axis of Vesta. The angles λ and ρ represent the longitude and projection of the
obliquity of Vesta into the ICRF from the orbital axis.
2.2. Gravity field and interior model
The gravity field of Vesta has been assessed by accurately tracking the Dawn spacecraft in orbit around Vesta (e.g. the method
described in Konopliv et al. (2011)). In addition to the mass, the two-degree coefficients of the gravity field of Vesta have been
determined. They are in non-normalized form: C20 = −0.07106 and C22 = 0.00282 (Asmar et al. 2012 ; Russell et al. 2012). The
large C22 indicates a complex history for Vesta involving possible giant impacts and reorientation (Matsuyama and Nimmo 2011).
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The non zero C22 implies that Vesta has not yet completely relaxed to reach its hydrostatic equilibrium figure. In addition, small
S 22 is given by Russell et al. (2012), because the system of reference for the gravity does not exactly match the principal axis
orientation. The relations between the two-degree coefficients and the normalized moment of inertia A/MR2, B/MR2 are
A
MR2
= C20 − 2C22 +
C
MR2
B
MR2
= C20 + 2C22 +
C
MR2
, (1)
where M and R are the mass and radius of Vesta, respectively. Because Vesta has a non zero C22, the values of A/MR
2 and B/MR2
are different. In addition, C22 is large, around 0.4 of the C20, meaning that Vesta has a large triaxial shape. To obtain the set of the
three moments of inertia, it is necessary to add an external constraint on the value of the polar moment of inertia C/MR2. According
to Russell et al. (2012), Vesta is differentiated into two layers, a mantle and a core. In addition, they suggest that the core could
still be in hydrostatic equilibrium. As a consequene, we compute the expected core’s flattening by using Clairaut equation for a
two-layer Vesta. We obtain the core’s flattening equal to (ac − cc)/ac = 0.122, where ac and cc are the equatorial and polar axis of
the oblate core. Then, the total polar moment of inertia of Vesta is expressed as
C =
4pi
15
abc(a2 + b2)ρm +
8pi
15
a4ccc(ρc − ρm), (2)
where a, b, and c are the major, intermediate, and minor axes of the ellipsoidal shape of Vesta measured by the Dawn mission, and ρc
and ρm are the density of the core and of the mantle. The mass of the ellipsoid is equal to M = 4pi/3abcρmean with ρmean the mean
density of the body. We compute the polar moment of inertia of Vesta for two sets of interior models: ρc = 7100 kg/m
3, rc = 113
km and ρc = 7800 kg/m
3, rc = 107 km (Russell et al. 2012). By conserving the mass, we obtain a density for the mantle of 3148.2
kg/m3 and 3148.4 kg/m3 that is in the range of mantle density determined in Zuber et al. (2011). The resulting polar moment of
inertia is C/MR2 = 0.4168 and C/MR2 = 0.4161, which are very close. For the present study, we fix the value of the polar moment
of inertia equal to 0.42. Therefore A/MR2 = 0.3433 and B/MR2 = 0.3546.
The polar moment of inertia is larger than the limit of 0.4. However, as explained in Yoder (1995), to conserve the limit of 0.4
for a homogeneous ellipsoid, it is necessary to use the equivalent radius R0 =
√
(a2 + b2 + c2)/3 = 264.1 km and not the mean
radius R. In this case, the mean moment of inertia I/MR2
0
= (A+ B+C)/3MR2
0
= 0.3756. This value is lower than the 0.4 value of a
homogeneous body, so it indicates the presence of a central condensation. For the computation, either definition of R or R0 is valid
because it is the relative moment of inertia that plays a role in the rotational motion (see Eq. 6).
3. Rotational model of Vesta
3.1. Euler-Liouville equations for a triaxial body
The rotational motion of Vesta is analyzed with the Euler-Liouville equation that describes the variations in the angular momentum
H due to external torques Γ. We use a reference frame attached to the body defined by the orientation of its principal axis. This
reference frame is called the mean body reference frame (MBRF). This reference frame rotates at the mean angular velocity Ω and
the Euler-Liouville equation is written as
dH
dt
+Ω ∧ H = Γ. (3)
The angular momentum H is composed of the inertia tensor [I] and the angular velocity Ω, such as H = [I]Ω. The main advantage
of the MBRF is that, for a rigid body, the tensor of inertia is diagonal in that reference frame. The diagonal elements are the principal
moments of inertia A,B,C introduced in section 2.2.
The angular rotation of VestaΩ is composed of a fast rotation of 5.342128 hours around the figure axis (Russell et al. 2012) and
a slow precessional motion of the figure axis orientation of about 100,000 years (see the next section). Consequently, the rotational
vector can be decomposed into a fast rotation velocity along the z-axis (proper rotation) and a precessional cone describing the
orientation of the rotational vector or
Ω = (mx,my, 1 + mz)
TΩ0 (4)
with mx,my,mz small quantities, as for the Earth or Ceres (Dehant and Matthews 2007, Rambaux et al. 2011). We obtain the
Euler-Liouville equations developed at first order in the small quantities mi
AΩ0m˙x + (C − B)Ω
2
0my = Γx
BΩ0m˙y − (C − A)Ω
2
0mx = Γy (5)
CΩ0m˙z = Γz.
Following Dehant and Mathews (2007), we introduce the polar e and equatorial e′ flattenings defined as
e =
C − A¯
A¯
and e′ =
B − A
2A¯
, (6)
where
A¯ =
A + B
2
. (7)
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We obtain the following set of equations
(1 − e′)
dmx
dt
+ (e − e′)Ω0my =
Γx
A¯Ω0
(1 + e′)
dmy
dt
− (e + e′)Ω0mx =
Γy
A¯Ω0
(8)
(1 + e)
dmz
dt
=
Γz
A¯Ω0
.
The two first equations describe the equatorial motion of the rotational axis, whereas the third one describes the rotational velocity
of the body. The equatorial part can be expressed in complex form by using the complex variable m˜ = mx + i my and its conjugate
m˜′ = mx − i my where i
2 = −1. The combination of the two first Euler-Liouville equations (8) gives
(
dm˜
dt
− ieΩ0m˜) − e
′(
dm˜′
dt
+ iΩ0m˜′) =
Γ˜
A¯Ω0
(9)
where the gravitational torque is Γ˜ = Γx + iΓy. The last equation describes the length of day (lod) variations of Vesta
dmz
dt
=
Γz
(1 + e)A¯Ω0
. (10)
3.2. Gravitational torque
The gravitational torque exerted by the Sun on Vesta may be expressed as (Dehant and Mathews 2007)
Γ˜ = −i3A¯(e(φ1 + iφ2) + e
′(φ1 − iφ2)) (11)
where φ1 and φ2 are the potentials defined by Sasao et al. (1980) and are equal to
φ1 =
GM
d3
xz (12)
φ2 =
GM
d3
yz, (13)
with G the gravitational constant, x, y, z the coordinates of the Sun in the mean body reference frame (MBRF), and d the relative
distance between Vesta and the Sun. Finally, the torque Γz is equal to
Γz = 6e
′A¯
GM
d3
xy (14)
3.3. The tidal potentials
As for Ceres (see Rambaux et al. 2011), the gravitational tidal potential induced by the Sun may be expressed in a frame tied to
Vesta, the MBRF, or the celestial frame (MCRF = Mean Celestial Reference Frame). Here, we compute the rotation with respect
to the MBRF (see Eq. 3) so the gravitational torque has to be expressed in this reference frame. Therefore, the orbital motion of
Vesta that comes from the JPL Horizons ephemerides (Acton et al. 1996) is transformed into the MBRF through a rotation of the
reference frame to the fixed orientation of the spin axis determined by Dawn and reported in Table 1. Then the gravitational torque
is computed according to Eqs. 11 and 14 and expanded into Fourier series through a frequency analysis (Laskar 1988, 2005; Laskar
and Gastineau 2008) into prograde (indices p) and retrograde components (indices r):
Γ˜ =
∑
j
Γ˜
p
j
eiω jt + Γ˜r
j
e−iω jt. (15)
We note that the quantities Γ˜
p
j
and Γ˜r
j
are complex quantities containing the amplitudes and phases of each frequency ω j. For an
axisymmetric body, e′ = 0, so the amplitude of Γ˜
p
j
is equal to zero and the retrograde components are only present in the external
torque (e.g. Dehant and Matthews 2007). Indeed, the retrograde torque comes from the retrograde motion of the Sun in the sky of
Vesta. When the triaxiality (e′) is taken into account, the torque varies at 2Ω due to the orientation of the Sun with respect to the
bulges (see Figure 2). The combination of the varying amplitude with the retrograde motion leads to the retrograde and prograde
components. The quantity Γ˜
p
j
is proportional to the equatorial flattening e′, and so its amplitude is smaller than the retrograde
components.
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the torque acting on the triaxial Vesta. The x,y axes represent the orientation of the equatorial plane of Vesta: the long and
intermediate axes, respectively. The triaxiality induces a semi-diurnal periodic variation in the equatorial torque where the torque is maximum at
positions 2 and 4 and minimum at positions 1 and 3. The behavior of the amplitude of the torque is represented in the shaded line. The ellipsoidal
shape of the equatorial plane of Vesta has been exaggerated for the cartoon.
4. Description of the rigid rotational motion
4.1. Polar motion
We first solve the polar motion by introducing the torque expressed in prograde and retrograde components (Eq. 15) into the equation
of motion (Eq. 9). The complex polar motion is then expressed as
m˜ = m˜Ee
iσE t +
∑
j
m˜
p
j
eiω jt + m˜r
j
e−iω jt, (16)
which consists of a free mode (with amplitude m˜E) and a sum of forced modes that are prograde and retrograde. The solution is
expressed in the MBRF.
The frequency of the free mode is called the Euler frequency σE by analogy to the rigid Earth rotation and it is written as
σE =
√
e2 − e′2
1 − e′2
Ω0. (17)
Its period is about 1.0963 days with the interior parameters defined in section 2.2. The presence of the e′ term shifts the Euler period
by 0.0033 days or 0.3% of the Euler period value in the axisymmetric case (here simply without e′). This mode is a proper mode of
rotation, and in the absence of excitation source, its amplitude is assumed to be zero due to damping. For the Earth the excitation
of the corresponding proper mode (the Chandler period) comes from the fluid layers: the atmosphere and the ocean (e.g. Bizouard
et al. 2010). For Vesta, there is no fluid layers, but this proper mode may be excited by impacts (e.g. see the discussion in Rambaux
et al. (2011) for Ceres).
The forced polar motion coefficients are expressed as
m˜r
j
=
−1
iA¯Ω0
Γ˜r
j
(−ω j + eΩ0) +
˜
Γ
′p
j
e′(−ω j + Ω0)
(−ω2
j
+ e2Ω2
0
) − e′2(Ω2
0
− ω2
j
)
(18)
m˜
p
j
=
−1
iA¯Ω0
Γ˜
p
j
(ω j + eΩ0) + Γ˜
′r
j
e′(ω j + Ω0)
(−ω2
j
+ e2Ω2
0
) − e′2(Ω2
0
− ω2
j
)
. (19)
These relationships show that both the prograde and retrograde components of the gravitational torque affect the prograde and
retrograde components. This is caused by the presence of the triaxiality introduced through the term in (e′). If e′ is zero, the
prograde-retrograde coupling vanishes.
The numerical value of the coefficients and frequencies are shown in Table 2. First, the frequencies of the polar motion are in
the diurnal band of Vesta. The retrograde diurnal band of the polar motion results from the obliquity and polar flattening e, like it
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Table 2. Vesta polar motion series.
Prograde motions Retrograde motions
Freq ω j Per Amp Freq -ω j Per Amp
(rad/days) (days) (mas) (rad/days) (days) (mas)
28.2183 0.22266 0.0494 -28.2183 -0.22266 0.6221
28.2278 0.22259 0.0485 -28.2278 -0.22259 0.6113
28.2136 0.22270 0.0156 -28.2136 -0.22270 0.1965
28.2230 0.22263 0.0082 -28.2230 -0.22263 0.1039
28.2325 0.22255 0.0064 -28.2325 -0.22255 0.0805
28.2373 0.22251 0.0036 -28.2373 -0.22251 0.0459
28.2088 0.22274 0.0034 -28.2088 -0.22274 0.0427
28.2420 0.22248 0.0010 -28.2420 -0.22248 0.0128
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Fig. 3. Polar motion of Vesta projected onto its surface. The motion is plotted for a period of 10 days. The elliptical motion results from the
triaxiality of Vesta.
is classical for the axisymmetric Earth or Ceres (Dehant and Matthews 2007; Rambaux et al. 2011; and references therein). While
the prograde diurnal band of the polar motion results from the equatorial flattening or triaxiality e′. Second, the amplitude of the
retrograde band dominates the amplitudes of the prograde polar motion by a factor greater than twelve. This is because the prograde
part is proportional to e′ and because the ratio e/e′ is about 12.6. Third, the second retrograde frequency in the diurnal band is equal
to the rotational frequency of Vesta in the MBRF. Therefore, expressed in the MCRF, it will give rise to the precessional motion of
the orientation axis of Vesta.
The polar motion of Vesta is projected onto the surface of Vesta in Figure 3. The elliptical motion of the polar motion results
from the triaxiality of Vesta where the amplitude of m
j
x = m˜ j
p − m˜ j
r and m
j
y = m˜ j
p + m˜ j
r. The amplitude of the polar motion,
multiplied by the mean radius of Vesta, is about 8.0 10−4 meters and is thus very small.
4.2. Precession-nutation of Vesta
Vesta’s figure axis describes, in the MCRF, a conic motion (the precession) that oscillates periodically (the nutations). The rotation
angles (ψ the precession angle and θ the nutation angle) and their derivatives are computed by using the kinematic Euler equation,
thereby allowing us to express the instantaneous rotation pole components in terms of the nutation angles as
θ˙ + iψ˙ sin θ = Ω0m˜e
i(Ω0t+φ0), (20)
where Ω0 accounts for the expression of the pole in space due to the rotation around the Z-axis, and φ0 is the initial value of the
rotational angle (here fixed at J2000). After integrating Eq (20), except for the case ω j = −Ω0 that leads to the precessional motion,
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Table 3. Amplitude of the coefficients of nutations.
Arg Freq Per Coeff in nutations Coeff in nutations
Prograde Retrograde
(rad/days) (days) (mas) (mas)
2λv 0.0095 662.8275 1852.58 136.78
λv 0.0047 1325.7251 618.80 479.33
3λv 0.0142 441.9033 390.03 25.47
4λv 0.0190 331.4342 63.59 4.00
5λv 0.0237 265.1506 9.41 0.58
− 0.0051 1224.9906 4.50 4.26
Table 4. Nutations in obliquity ∆θ. The series is in cosine.
Arg Freq Per Amp Phase
(rad/days) (days) (mas) (deg)
2λv 0.0095 662.8275 1987.23 5.56
λv 0.0047 1325.7251 181.51 -154.47
3λv 0.0142 441.9033 415.41 -14.30
4λv 0.0190 331.4342 67.59 -34.17
5λv 0.0237 265.1506 9.99 -54.05
− 0.0051 1224.9906 0.31 -95.50
we obtain the nutation series
∆θ + i∆ψ sin θ = −i
Ω0
Ω0 + σE
m˜Ee
i(Ω0+σE )t
−i
∑
j,0
[ Ω0
(ω j + Ω0)
m˜
p
j
ei((ω j+Ω0)t) +
Ω0
(−ω j + Ω0)
m˜rje
i((−ω j+Ω0)t)
]
. (21)
The nutation series is composed of three parts. First, a periodic part of frequency Ω0 + σE or 4.44 hours, i.e. a decrease of 54
minutes with respect to the proper rotation of the body. Second, a semi-diurnal frequency from ω j +Ω0 that results from the triaxial
components of the polar motion. Their amplitude is diminished by the ratio Ω0/(ω j +Ω0) and is around 0.02 milli-arcsecond (mas).
The third term is composed of long-period nutations in space and results from the retrograde polar motion, as for the axisymmetric
Earth. In contrast for the semi-diurnal band, the ratio Ω0/(−ω j + Ω0) increases the amplitude of the long-period nutation at several
hundred mas. Therefore, we focus on the long-period nutations, and we classified the frequencies as prograde and retrograde
nutations ∆Ω j in space, the MCRF, through
if − ω j + Ω0 > 0 then − ω j + Ω0 = +∆Ω j (22)
if − ω j + Ω0 < 0 then − ω j + Ω0 = −∆Ω j. (23)
Table 3 lists the main nutations that have an amplitude larger than 1 mas. As shown in Eq. (21), the amplitudes of the long-period
nutations are positively affected because the amplitude is inversely proportional to the forcing frequency. The main term is the semi-
annual nutation 2λv related to the obliquity of Vesta. The following terms are sub harmonics of the annual period of Vesta around
the Sun. The last nutation is not identified, and it might result from the perturbation by other large bodies in the solar system. The
amplitude of the semi-annual nutation is around ∼1850 mas, which represents a 2.4 m surface displacement, for a mean radius of
264.6 km (Russell et al. 2012).
To complete the description of the nutations, we extract the real and imaginary part of ∆θ + i∆ψ sin θ to obtain the nutation in
obliquity ∆θ and the nutation in longitude ∆ψ sin θ. During the separation of the nutations, we take into account the in-phase and
out-of-phase components explicitly as described in detail in (Defraigne et al. 1995). The respective amplitudes of these nutations
are presented in Tables 4 and 5, and plotted in Figure 4. In this plot, the gray part highlights the time spent for the rendez vous by
Dawn around Vesta. During this time interval, the nutations in obliquity and in longitude were minimum at the beginning and then
increased.
The precessional motion of the figure axis is represented by the oscillation at ω j = −Ω0 in the body reference frame that is
purely imaginary. The amplitude of the second prograde polar motion in Table 2 that is equal to 0.6113 mas causes a precession
period of 94,831 years that is slightly shorter than the 96,016 year period calculated with the classical formula
ψ˙ = −
3
2
n2
Ω0
C − A¯
C
cos θ. (24)
The discrepancy between the two results (1.2%) is mainly due to the length of the ephemerides used in the frequency analysis of
the potential.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the nutation in obliquity and in longitude for Vesta. The semi-annual nutation dominates, then the annual and finally the sub
harmonics nutations. The gray box highlights the interval of time where Dawn was around Vesta. The initial time is J2000.
Table 5. Nutations in longitude ∆ψ sin θ. The series is in sine.
Arg Freq Per Amp Phase
(rad/days) (days) (mas) (deg)
2λv 0.0095 662.8275 1718.27 7.10
λv 0.0047 1325.7251 1091.97 166.13
3λv 0.0142 441.9033 364.65 -13.65
4λv 0.0190 331.4342 59.59 -33.79
5λv 0.0237 265.1506 8.83 -53.78
− 0.0051 1224.9906 8.76 -132.09
4.3. Length-of-day variations
The length-of-day (lod) of Vesta varies over time owing to the torque acting on the non zero equatorial flattening of Vesta. The
oscillations are computed by inserting the torque along z (Eq. 14) into Eq. 10:
dmz
dt
=
6e′
(1 + e)Ω0
GM
d3
xy (25)
The gravitational torque along z is proportional to e′; therefore, for axisymmetric bodies there is no lod variations due to the
gravitational torque. Just as previously, we develop the varying part GM
d3
xy into Fourier series. Then, the resulting amplitude of the
lod variations are computed from
∆ωz = Ω0mz, (26)
and the oscillations are shown in Table 6. The variation in the lod of Vesta is dominated by a semi-diurnal 2Ω0 band that is split in
orbital sub harmonics. We truncate the amplitude of the values in the table at 0.001 mas/day.
It is interesting to compare the lod variations with the present uncertainty in the determination of the spin rate. The maximum
lod variations have an amplitude of 2.8 mas/days that is one third smaller than the accuracy of the spin rate equal to 10.8 mas/days
(Russell et al. 2012). As a consequence, determining the lod variations in the Dawn observations is challenging.
We also compare our results with the determination coming from a Hamiltonian approach. We follow the approach developed in
Cottereau et al. (2011) where the orbit is assumed to be circular. In this case, the lod variations appear in three terms that correspond
to the first, third, and eighth terms of our Table 6. The first two terms are in good agreement, and the third one presents a variation of
a factor 1.6. These differences may come from the eccentricity and orbital variations of Vesta that are not included in the simplified
Hamiltonian.
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Table 6. Amplitude of the lod variations. The series is in sine.
Arg Freq Per Amp Phase
(rad/days) (days) (mas/days) (deg)
2 n − 2Ω0 56.4461 0.11131 2.883 -86.36
3n − 2Ω0 56.4414 0.11132 0.830 -66.51
2 Ω0 56.4556 0.11129 0.351 -80.91
4n − 2Ω0 56.4366 0.11133 0.143 -46.68
n − 2Ω0 56.4508 0.11130 -0.085 54.64
n + 2Ω0 56.4603 0.11128 0.046 -101.23
5n − 2Ω0 56.4319 0.11134 0.016 -26.81
2 n + 2Ω0 56.4651 0.11128 0.015 -92.41
5. Discussion
5.1. Introduction
In parallel to the semi-analytical model developed in this paper, we investigate two approaches: 1) a simplified model with a circular
orbit and axisymmetric shape, in order to highlight the contributions of the equatorial flattening, and 2) a numerical model in order
to quantify the different approximations done in the semi-analytical model.
5.2. Simple model: Vesta axisymetric and on circular orbit
The eccentricity of Vesta is low, about of 0.089. As a consequence, we can develop a first-order model where the orbit of Vesta is
circular. In addition, we assume that Vesta is axisymmetric. By following the approach developed in Dehant and Mathews (2007)
for the Earth, the angular momentum projection of Vesta is
XH =
−3p2
2Ω0
A¯
C
e sin θ cos θ(t −
1
2p
sin 2pt), (27)
YH =
3p2
2Ω0
A¯
C
e sin θ cos 2pt, (28)
where p is the orbital period of Vesta. By using the relationship with the nutations
XH = (ψA + ∆ψ) sin θ, (29)
YH = θ + ∆θ, (30)
we obtain the variations in ψ and θ as
∆ψ = −
3p
4Ω0
(C − A)
C
cos θ sin 2pt, (31)
∆θ =
3p
4Ω0
(C − A)
C
sin θ cos 2pt. (32)
The amplitude of the nutation at the semi-annual period is 2026.49 mas for the nutation in obliquity ∆θ and 1798.12 mas
for the nutation in longitude ∆ψ sin θ. The proximity of these values to the nutational amplitude in Tables 4 and 5 illustrates the
small signature of the equatorial flattening on the nutations amplitude. Indeed, as shown in Equation (19) the fast rotation of Vesta
counteracts the effect of the equatorial shape for the amplitude of the long-period nutation. We recall, however, that the triaxiality is
purely responsible for the semi-diurnal band nutations of Vesta.
5.3. Numerical model of triaxial Vesta
In parallel to the semi-analytical theory, we integrate the rotational motion of Vesta numerically (Eq. 3). The Euler angles
(ψE , θE , ϕE) describe the transformation from an inertial reference frame (GXYZ) to the MBRF (Gxyz). Here, the inertial refer-
ence frame is the ICRF that corresponds to the reference frame of the orbital coordinates of Vesta (Acton et al. 1996). In this
reference frame, we define (i) ψE , the precession angle between GX and the node N of the intersection of the inertial plane and the
equator plane of Vesta (Gxy); (ii) the nutation angle θE , the angle between GZ and Gz; (iii) the proper rotation ϕE defined as the
angle between GN and Gx.
In this paper, we express the nutations with respect to the MCRF corresponding to the mean orbital motion of Vesta at J2000. The
normal to the MCRF is expressed in the ICRF through a rotation of 288.17◦ in the right ascension and declination of 67.26◦. After
transforming the reference frame from ICRF to MCRF, we obtain the Euler angles (ψ, θ, ϕ) corresponding to the angles computed
analytically.
The nutations in obliquity are the periodic variations in the θ angle and the nutations in longitude divided by the sin θ correspond-
ing to the periodic variations of the ψ angle. We use the frequency analysis on the numerical solutions and the resulting periodic
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Table 7. Series of the nutations in obliquity ∆θ from the numerical integrations. The series is in cosine.
Arg Freq Per Amp Phase
(rad/days) (days) (mas) (deg)
2λv 0.0095 662.8087 1983.88 5.56
3λv 0.0142 441.8962 415.45 -14.29
λv 0.0047 1325.3385 181.83 -154.69
4λv 0.0190 331.4310 67.70 -34.15
Table 8. Series of the nutations in longitude ∆ψ sin θ coming from the numerical integrations. The series is in sine.
Arg Freq Per Amp Phase
(rad/days) (days) (mas) (deg)
2λv 0.0095 662.8045 1717.30 7.10
λv 0.0047 1325.7828 1089.87 166.15
3λv 0.0142 441.8951 364.95 -13.66
4λv 0.0190 331.4305 59.72 -33.78
terms are listed in Tables 7 and 8. The comparison of these values with Tables 4 and 5 show very good agreement. The differences
may be ascribed to the approximation in the analytical theory where the torque is expressed in the MBRF with no nutations. It is a
second-order effect in the amplitude.
In addition to the periodic variations of ψ and θ, we extract the linear trend in ψ angle that corresponds to a precessional motion
of 94934.29 years, in agreement with Equation (24).
5.4. Geophysical discussion
The rotational motion is sensitive to the moments of inertia of the body as shown by the presence of the polar flattening e and
equatorial flatenning e′ in the gravitational torque and the polar motion (Eq 11 and Eq 19). Here, we quantify the relationship
between the polar moment of inertia and the dynamical parameters: the precession rate and the semi-annual nutation. As discussed
in section 2.2 the determination of the three moments of inertia of Vesta (Eq. 1) is underestimated from the two gravity coefficients
C20 and C22 obtained by Dawn, and we develop a two-layer model as suggested by Zuber et al. (2011) and Russell et al. (2012) to
fix the value of the polar moment of inertia C/MR2. The value of C/MR2 ranges between 0.38 and 0.42 (∼ 10%) depending on the
size of the core and the jump density between the core and the mantle. A C/MR2 = 0.38 corresponds to a higher concentration of
mass in the interior of Vesta.
First, the precessional frequency (Eq. 24) depends on the polar motion and its variation is linear in the 0.38-0.42 inversely
proportional to C/MR2 (Fig. 5). The period of the precession is below 100,000 years, which is very long with respect to the one-
year measurement period of the Dawn mission, so the determination of the precession rate requires very accurate measurement to
detect this signature in the data.
Second, we explore the signature of C/MR2 on the nutation amplitude. The resulting behavior is illustrated in Figure 6 where
the nutations for C/MR2= 0.42 (the value used in the previous part of the paper), 0.40, and 0.38 are represented. The variation of
the amplitude of the semi-annual nutation is 209 mas for the nutation in obliquity and 181 mas for the nutation in longitude or a
displacement of 0.3 meters at the surface of Vesta. However, the signature of nutation can be obtained by analyzing the influence of
the nutation rate on the gravity field (e.g. Konopliv et al. 2011) and by following the landmarks (e.g. Russell et al. 2012).
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a semi-analytical model of the precession-nutation of Vesta based on the Dawn data. The orbital
motion of Vesta was expressed through a frequency analysis, and the solar gravitational torque acting on the triaxial figure of Vesta
was decomposed in Fourier series. The problem was then solved analytically by keeping the triaxial shape explicit. The nutational
motion of Vesta is dominated by a semi-annual nutation of amplitude around 2000 mas and then by the harmonics of the annual
period. Some perturbations due to planets are also present but with very small amplitudes. The comparison of this model with
gravity and cartographic data acquired during the Dawn mission may provide constraints on the polar moment of inertia C/MR2,
hence on the knowledge of the interior structure of this unique remnant protoplanet.
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